Data Solutions for
Legal Professionals
How can you use
TransUnion’s data
solutions?
Bolster corporate and client
due diligence
Locate and qualify witnesses
Vet expert witness credentials
Visualize connections between
people, places and businesses
Uncover personal and business
assets and debts
Build audiences, analytics
and notifications for
class action/mass tort
Due diligence searches for fraud
and criminal investigations

Providing access to more than 1 billion data
points, TransUnion’s data solutions help law firms
retrieve actionable information aggregated from
public records, publicly available social media
profiles and alternative data sources to enhance
their practices and strengthen their cases.
Make better-informed decisions,
act with greater certainty
and increase your bottom line
By tapping into TransUnion’s vast data stores, attorneys can
gain deep insights to help improve case outcomes, reduce
investigative time and costs, and mitigate risk.
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TLOxp®: the intuitive online portal
Our online portal provides database access to law firms via
an intuitive interface. Generate 360-degree profiles of people,
places and businesses in just a few clicks. Searches crawl our
vast database in fractions of a second, drastically reducing
research time and effort. You can also visualize connections
among entities to quickly assess how they are related.

Batch Processing and Batch Monitoring
Ideal for matters involving high volumes of data, including
class actions and mass torts, our Batch Processing service
quickly retrieves data for large information requests. Use
Batch Processing to identify contact information to distribute
class notifications or other considerations in the early stages
of litigation. To support data hygiene, our Batch Monitoring
service continuously validates your data sets by monitoring
for updates in our database.

API: incorporate into your workflow
Our API solution is ideal for firms that want to add powerful
investigative and research capabilities to their existing
legal technology. We seamlessly integrate the search
capabilities of our database into your software’s interface,
which consolidates workflows and simplifies processes.
Multiple users can conduct searches simultaneously,
making it a scalable solution for firms of all sizes.

Pick the solution that’s right for you
TransUnion’s data solutions for legal professionals are
designed to meet your unique needs. Contact us so that we
can help identify which solution is right for you and your firm.

Identify

Search

Easily input search
criteria – from a single
name or address
to a set of custom
parameters.

Quickly cull
relevant records
from a database of
more than 1 billion
data points.

Why TransUnion?
TransUnion helps you unlock
the advantages of data.
Our solutions are:
→ Comprehensive: Our database
contains more than 1 billion data points
sourced from public and proprietary
data sources.
→ Current: We update our data
multiple times a day so that you’re
receiving actionable information.
→ Intuitive: Using our services requires
no specialized training. If you can
conduct an Internet search,
you can use our products.
→ Efficient: Our solutions help
reduce time and costs related to
research and investigations.

Training and support
From login set up to help with reports, TransUnion
delivers personalized training and highly responsive
support services free of charge.

Retrieve

Generate an
actionable, 360°
report that contains
all information relevant
to your request.

Analyze

Use advanced
features to uncover
connections between
people, places,
businesses and more.

Strengthen

Leverage your data and
analyses to make more
informed decisions, act
with greater certainty and
increase your bottom line.

OUR TEAM CAN HELP GET YOU UP AND RUNNING
For more information and to schedule a free demonstration, visit TLOxp.com/legal-professionals or call 800-856-5599.
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